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Case report

RIA grafting for the treatment of a large bone defect in the distal radius—First case
report of a new treatment option
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1. Case report

A healthy 41-year-old man was brought to the emergency
department after he fell from a height of �3 m onto his left arm. He
had extensive soft-tissue injury with an open (Gustilo-Anderson
IIIB)9,17 injury to his left distal forearm. A plain radiograph showed
a distal Galeazzi fracture with a multi-fragment distal radius shaft
fracture and a distal radial ulnar joint (DRUJ) dislocation. The
patient was taken immediately to the operating room for wound
debridement, reduction and fracture stabilization with an external
fixation.

One week later the external fixation was removed after which
plate-osteosynthesis of the distal radius and transfixation of the
dislocated DRUJ with K-wires were performed.

Seven weeks after the primary injury a deep infection occurred.
Several debridements over a three-week period were necessary to
obtain a clean wound. Consequently, 10 weeks after the accident,
plate removal and a repeat external fixation were necessary. By
now osteomyelitis was evident and a 7 cm long bone sequestrum
of the distal radius shaft had to be resected (Fig. 1a). One week after
sequestrectomy we performed step one of the Masquelet two-
stage procedure for long bone reconstruction. After complete
removal of all devitalized bone and soft tissue we inserted a PMMA
spacer, premixed with Gentamycin, into the bone defect as phase I
(Fig. 1b). Referring to literature on the Masquelet protocol we
waited six weeks before performing phase II. RIA bone graft was
then harvested from the ipsilateral femur and combined with
BMP-7. The membrane was incised, the spacer removed and RIA
graft was used to fill the bone defect. For internal fixation of the
distal radius we used an angle-stable plate (Fig. 1c).
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The post-operative course was satisfying. The forearm wound
healed without signs of infection. Post-operative radiographs at 6
months (Fig. 2) showed excellent bone consolidation. A hematoma
formation at the RIA donor site, 5 days after the RIA procedure,
required surgical evacuation. Three month after the RIA procedure
the patient resumed his work activity as a high school teacher. Six
month after the last operation the patient was without pain and
with satisfactory functional outcome in respect to the severity of
the injury and subsequent events. The ROM of the pro- and
supination (20–0–208) were compromised as well as the dorsal
(208) and palmar flexion (258) of the wrist joint.

2. Discussion

Segmental bone defect treatment options can be divided into
two general categories – bone transportation or defect filling.
Although no validated treatment algorithms exist for segmental
defect nonunions, many surgeons use the following guidelines.
Defects less than 2 cm are often treated with autologous bone
grafting, defects between 2 and 6 cm are treated with either large
autologous bone grafting or bone transport (Ilizarov technique).
Defects larger than 6 cm are treated with bone transport or with a
free vascularized bone transfer (fibula).5

The treatment of forearm nonunions with segmental defects are
challenging procedures in orthopaedic surgery. Reviewing the
literature of this subject reveals that despite the use of various
techniques, the results are not completely satisfying and there is
still debate regarding which type of technique to use.6

With the advent of a new bone-graft harvesting device – the
Reamer–Irrigator–Aspirator (RIA, Synthes1) – an additional source
of bone is now available to treat fracture nonunions and segmental
large bone defects. Prior to the development of the RIA, bone
harvest was typically taken from the pelvis, either anterior iliac
crest or posterior iliac crest. Each site has its own advantages and
disadvantages but both have significant risks of donor site pain and
other morbidities.1,2,3,16,23,25,31,32

The RIA was developed to provide suction, irrigation reaming as
a clinical instrument to avoid documented problems associated
with increased intramedullary pressure, local bone injury and
systemic disturbances.13,15,24,30 Because RIA functions by flushing
the cutting head with irrigation, which is then evacuated
coincident to the vacuum which maintains low canal pressure,
the osteogenic reamings may be captured with an in line filter.
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Fig. 1. (a) Seven weeks after the primary injury: plate removal and sequestrectomy of 7 cm of infected bone. (b) Step one of the Masquelet two-stage procedure: implantation

of a PMMA spacer with Gentamycin. (c) Six weeks after step one of the Masquelet two-stage procedure: defect filling with RIA graft combined with BMP-7 and angle stable

plate osteosynthesis.
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Reported amounts in the filter vary from 30 to 90 cc. in one study.18

The yields from the tibia being appreciably less than the femur.2,14

The intramedullary graft has an abundance of progenitor cells and
growth factors.10,22,29,39 Emerging evidence from various papers
establishes that a particular benefit from reamed particles is the
existence of viable osteoprogenitors within the bone matrix itself,
not merely in the marrow, which is well accepted.11,29,36,39 Further
studies on the biomechanical effect of RIA graft harvesting have
shown no critical weakening of the donor femur after graft harvest,
if certain parameters are respected.11,7,30,33,36,39 These and other
findings suggest that RIA may be the new gold standard for bone
grafting of segmental defects4,24,25,34,31 where appreciable volume
is required.

Nonunions treated with RIA graft have reported high union
rates.4 Belthur et al. found 90% of RIA recipient sites healed versus
80% of ICBG sites in their series.2,3. McCall reviewed 21 patients
treated for bone defects ranging from 2 cm to 14.5 cm with RIA
graft. He found 85% healed at eleven months.23 The literature
continues to expand on this method, which seems promising
although a definitive study has yet to be done.

Describing the Masquelet technique, Pelissier et al. proposed
the use of a combination of induced membranes and cancellous
autografts to bridge diaphyseal defects of up to 25 cm in
length.21,26 In this technique, a methylmethacrylate cement
spacer induces formation of a membrane, creating a pocket for
subsequent grafting. Pelissier et al. and Viateau26,28,37,38 have
determined that these membranes possess a rich capillary network
and have high concentrations of growth factors. The role of the
induced membrane is therefore, both to protect the graft from the
environment and to revascularize it. The first role of the spacer is
mechanical, preventing fibrous-tissue invasion of the recipient
site. The second role is biological, inducing the surrounding
membrane. Moreover, because the spacer behaves as a foreign
body, the absence of inflammation and infection after 2 months
signals adequate local conditions for accepting the bone graft. The
cement spacer should remain in place for 4–8 weeks to allow the
membrane to fully develop both biochemically and physically. In
2000, Masquelet et al.21 reported a union rate of 100% in a series of
35 patients with upper and lower extremity segmental defects that
measured 4 to 25 cm in length. The authors found that the rate of
bone healing did not correlate with the length of the defect in
patients treated with induced membranes and external fixation.
Masquelet and Begue18 followed this initial study with a
prospective analysis of 11 patients treated using the same protocol
but with the addition of BMP-7. The authors reported a 91% rate of
bony union in defects that measured 5–18 cm. Other investigators
have reported similar results with variations of the original
technique. Stafford and Norris35 described a series of 27 lower
extremity nonunions with segmental bone loss treated with RIA-
harvested bone graft and either IM nailing or plate-and-screw



Fig. 2. Radiological result six month post-op.
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fixation constructs. They reported a healing rate of 90% at 1-year
follow-up.

Injuries to the wrist and hand with segmental bone loss caused
by trauma or infection have also been managed with the induced
membrane technique.8,19,20 Flamans et al.8 treated eight cases of
open phalangeal fractures with loss of substance and three cases of
bone and joint infection (thumb, wrist, fifth finger). Two cases
failed to achieve bone union, no septic complications occurred and
all septic cases were controlled. This technique has also been used
successfully for reconstruction of devastating foot injuries, with
full weight bearing permitted by 9 months post-operatively.12,27

Usually the technique applied to our patient is used for the
treatment of femur or tibia defects. The presented case illustrates
the potential of the RIA graft even in the treatment of segmental
bone loss >6 cm of the forearm. This method, combining RIA graft
in an induced membrane, for treating a forearm bone defect has
been described but once,34 to our best of our knowledge. We
believe this is the first complete case report on use of the technique
for managing significant bone loss resulting from trauma and
subsequent debridement of infected bone in the forearm.
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